
"Patients with more severe, less controlled asthma symptoms appear to be more 

engaged and use our app more frequently...we hypothesize that these more severe 

sufferers are more motivated to contribute to medical research, and also have 

personally experienced the benefits of using the app as a 'reminder' for medication 

and self-monitoring of triggers and local air quality"

Mount Sinai Study Powers New 

Clinical Research



The high level of participant 

engagement seen by the Mount Sinai 

Asthma study opened doors for future 

correlative studies which explored the 

impact of the environment on chronic 

disease.


New Doctor Dashboard Improves 

Physician-Patient Relationship



Following the huge success of the pilot 

study, the app developers introduced 

new features to the tool - including a 

Doctor Dashboard, and integration of 

Epic, an electronic health records 

system. The addition of these new 

features meant study participants could 

easily share information about their 

health and environmental triggers 

directly with their personal physicians.

Unprecedented Participant 

Engagement



By leveraging environmental data for 

their asthma exacerbation study, Mount 

Sinai’s researchers achieved record 

levels of engagement among study 

participants, who found huge value in 

the location-based air quality 

information they received. Further, 

Mount Sinai found that participants who 

tended to experience worse asthma 

symptoms engaged with the app the 

most.

How Did Mount Sinai Hospital Benefit?

Launch a Global Asthma Study



Through the Asthma Health app, Mount Sinai’s Icahn School of 

Medicine researchers recruited over 8,600 participants- all of 

them used the app to track their asthma symptoms as they felt 

them. Access to global, cloud-based environmental data meant 

they could pool participants from all around the world. In fact, 87% 

of those who took part in the study lived outside of Mount Sinai 

Hospital's  New York/New Jersey area.
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Develop a Participant Patient App



The Icahn School of Medicine also partnered with LifeMap 

Solutions, whose team utilized Apple's ResearchKit open-source 

software framework to develop an app that participants could use 

to report their asthma symptoms in real-time. By utilizing Apple’s 

Health Kit development tool, the app also made it possible to 

monitor inhaler use and GPS location.



In conjunction with BreezoMeter's Air Quality API, Mount Sinai 

Hospital's researchers would now be able to track the air pollution 

exposure of individual asthma sufferers and correlate their 

symptom patterns.
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Correlate the Impact of Environmental Triggers on 

Asthma Symptoms



Mount Sinai Hospital knew they had to measure the impact of the 

environment in a methodical and reliable way. At first, the 

researchers turned to the US EPA for their air quality information.  

However, the team quickly realized they’d face challenges when it 

came to scaling their operations internationally because the US 

EPA only provides US-based air quality information and almost 

every country in the world  differently.



Enter BreezoMeter



The researchers turned to BreezoMeter’s air quality experts for 

help. They realized BreezoMeter had already completed the work 

of standardizing national AQI scales, health recommendations - 

and unlike other providers, could also offer truly location-based 

and hourly updated information.

calculates their AQI
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The Solution

Track Air Quality Exposure at an 

Individual, Hyper-local Level



The study’s intended pool size was to 

include thousands of participants, for 

whom Mount Sinai’s researchers needed 

to create a way to individually document 

asthma severity throughout the day. 

Researchers also needed to be able to 

correlate each patient’s symptoms with 

environmental data specific to their 

location. Because air pollution levels 

change on an hourly basis and can vary 

greatly from street to street, the research 

team required a 24/7 air quality 

monitoring solution that could operate at 

a very granular level.

Find a Standardized Global Source 

of Air Quality Information



The researchers needed a reliable and 

comprehensive source of environmental 

information that could provide real-time 

air quality data based on a participant’s 

location. However, initial sources offered 

limited reporting and didn't provide the 

global coverage they needed.

Correlate the Impact of Environmental 

Triggers on Asthma Symptoms



Researchers at the Icahn School of 

Medicine sought to explore the impact 

of air pollution exposure on asthma 

exacerbation. The WHO classifies air 

pollution as a major threat to this 

chronic respiratory disease, which the 

Asthma and Allergy Foundation of 

America estimates to affect around 25 

million Americans and carry an annual 

economic cost of over $80 billion in the 

US alone.



Mount Sinai Hospital’s Goals

The Icahn School of Medicine, located at Mount Sinai 

Hospital in New York, is one of the biggest 

healthcare facilities in the US - and a global leader in 

the fields of medical training, research, and patient 

care, with over eight campus buildings and 7000 

faculty members, students, and residents.
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